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1. When we increase 200 by a certain percent, we get the same result as 1. %
when we decrease 300 by the same percent. What is that percent?

2. Alva has a total of $50 in 1-dollar coins and 2-dollar coins. If the 2. coins
1-dollar coins were 2-dollar coins and the 2-dollar coins were 1-dollar
coins, Alva would have $70. What is the total number of coins that
Alva has?

3. A’s house and B’s house are 12 miles apart. At 12:30, A started 3.
walking toward B’s house. Somewhat later, B started walking toward
A’s house. Given that A walks at 4 miles per hour, and B at 5 miles
per hour, and that they met halfway between their two houses, at
what time did B leave her house?

4. Albert gave Beth as many pennies as Beth had. Then Beth gave 4. pennies
Albert as many pennies as Albert still had. Finally, Albert gave Beth
as many pennies as Beth still had. After these three transactions,
Albert had 0 pennies, and Beth had 96. How many pennies did Beth
start out with?
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5. Aleph, Beth, and Gimel compete every day to see who can get to 5.
school first. Aleph wins with probability 1/2, Beth wins with proba-
bility 1/3, and Gimel wins with probability 1/6.

Today Gimel did not win. What is the probability that Beth won?

6. How many integers n are there such that 6.
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7. A standard deck of 52 cards is shuffled. What is the probability that 7.
the top card is a spade and the next card is a queen?

8. An integer n is called square-free if n has no perfect square factor 8.
greater than 1. How many square-free positive integers divide 6!?
Note that 1 is square-free.
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9. A regular hexagon and a square share a common side, as shown in 9. degrees
the picture below. What is the measure of ∠ABC, in degrees?

A B

C

10. Alan made a box with no top by cutting out a 9 cm by 9 cm square 10. cm
from each corner of a square piece of cardboard, folding the flaps up
along the dashed lines (see the figure below), and taping.

Given that the volume of the box is 2500 cm2, what is the length, in
cm, of a side of the cardboard square Alan started out with? Express
your answer as a common fraction.

11. In the diagram below (which is not drawn to scale) each point on 11. cm
the inner circle is distance 1 cm away from the nearest point on the
outer circle. Given that the shaded region has area 111π cm2, what
is the circumference, in cm, of the inner circle? Express your answer
in terms of π.

12. In the following diagram, ABCD is a rectangle, with AB = 4 and 12. units2

BC = 2, E is the midpoint of line segment AD, and CF is perpen-
dicular to BE. What is the number of square units in the area of the
quadrilateral CDEF? Express your answer as a fraction in lowest
terms.
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